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Purpose: A recently completed Phase I clinical trial combined concurrent Mitomycin-C chemotherapy with deep regional heating using BSD-2000 Sigma-Ellipse applicator (BSD Corporation,
Salt Lake City, UT, U.S.A.) for the treatment of nonmuscle invasive bladder cancer. This work
presents a new treatment planning approach, and demonstrates potential impact of this approach on
improvement of treatment quality.
Methods: This study retrospectively analyzes a subset of five patients on the trial. For each treatment, expert operators selected “clinical-optimal” settings based on simple model calculation on
the BSD-2000 control console. Computed tomography (CT) scans acquired prior to treatment were
segmented to create finite element patient models for retrospective simulations with SigmaHyperPlan (Dr. Sennewald Medizintechnik GmbH, Munchen, Germany). Since Sigma-HyperPlan
does not account for the convective nature of heat transfer within a fluid filled bladder, an effective
thermal conductivity for bladder was introduced. This effective thermal conductivity value was
determined by comparing simulation results with clinical measurements of bladder and rectum temperatures. Regions of predicted high temperature in normal tissues were compared with patient
complaints during treatment. Treatment results using “computed-optimal” settings from the planning system were compared with clinical results using clinical-optimal settings to evaluate potential
of treatment improvement by reducing hot spot volume.
Results: For all five patients, retrospective treatment planning indicated improved matches between
simulated and measured bladder temperatures with increasing effective thermal conductivity. The
differences were mostly within 1.3  C when using an effective thermal conductivity value above 10
W/K/m. Changes in effective bladder thermal conductivity affected surrounding normal tissues
within a distance of 1.5 cm from the bladder wall. Rectal temperature differences between simulation and measurement were large due to sensitivity to the sampling locations in rectum. The predicted bladder T90 correlated well with single-point bladder temperature measurement. Hot spot
locations predicted by the simulation agreed qualitatively with patient complaints during treatment.
Furthermore, comparison between the temperature distributions with clinical and computedoptimal settings demonstrated that the computed-optimal settings resulted in substantially reduced
hot spot volumes.
Conclusions: Determination of an effective thermal conductivity value for fluid filled bladder
was essential for matching simulation and treatment temperatures. Prospectively planning
patients using the effective thermal conductivity determined in this work can potentially improve
treatment efficacy (compared to manual operator adjustments) by potentially lower discomfort
C 2012 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
from reduced hot spots in normal tissue. V
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I. INTRODUCTION
Transurethral resection of bladder tumors (TURBT) is the primary treatment option for nonmuscle invasive bladder
cancer.1–3 Intravesical chemotherapy or immunotherapy with
bacillus Calmette-Guerin is a popular adjuvant treatment following TURBT to reduce tumor progression and recurrence.1,2 However, patients undergoing standard treatment
suffer from a high rate of recurrence.2–4 Compared to chemotherapy alone, both progression and recurrence of bladder car1170
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cinoma were better controlled by using a combination of heat
and chemotherapy.2,4 The rationale behind this could be the
increased rate of drug uptake due to increased permeability of
the tumor cell membrane with heating.5 Therapeutic heating
of the anticancer agent can be accomplished by intracavitary
irrigation with warmed saline (43–45  C)6 or by delivering a
properly focused power deposition pattern using ultrasound7
or electromagnetic (EM) waves, which penetrates heat further
into and around the bladder wall than heated saline
irrigation.1,5,8
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Treatment planning based on both specific absorption rate
(SAR) and temperature-based optimization has been used to
provide better targeted heating in various sites.9–11 Treatment
planning that enhances the ability to focus heat at the bladder
has also been reported. For example, van Dijk et al.12 showed
increased bladder SAR using treatment planning to optimize
the SAR distribution in a selected two-dimensional plane.
However, the treatment planning software developed by van
Dijk et al.,12 also used by Rietbroek et al.,13 restricted optimization to a single plane. It was not possible with this planning
method to evaluate the treatment using three dimensional
(3D) treatment statistics of the target temperatures or hot spot
occurrences in normal tissues.
This study qualitatively and quantitatively assesses, in
five bladder patients, the utility of treatment planning for
EM heating with a commercial radiofrequency phased array
applicator with four twin-dipole antennas (Sigma-Ellipse,
BSD Corporation, Salt Lake City, UT, U.S.A.). Actual treatments used expert operator input with patient verbal feedback to steer heating toward the bladder. Guidance was
provided by the simple computer model available on the
control console (2D, elliptical, homogeneous muscleequivalent model) and intracavitary temperature probes
inserted in the bladder and rectum. For comparison, computed tomography (CT)-based treatment planning simulations were carried out retrospectively using the SigmaR system (Dr Sennewald Medizintechnik GmbH,
HyperPlanV
Munchen, Germany). By matching simulation results to temperatures measured during clinical treatments, an effective
thermal conductivity14–23 was determined for the fluid filled
bladder. This effective bladder thermal conductivity mimics
the combined convective/conductive heat transfer from the
spatially nonuniform heating in the anticancer drug/urine
mixture in bladder. Effects and physical implications of
varying the effective bladder thermal conductivity are demonstrated by target treatment statistics such as maximum,
minimum, median temperatures, T90, as well as spatial temperature distribution profiles across the bladder and surrounding tissue region. The potential to improve treatment
delivery by employing treatment planning with an effective
bladder thermal conductivity was investigated.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
II.A Hyperthermia treatment procedure

Eligible patients were enrolled on an Institutional Review
Board (IRB) approved Phase I clinical trial for heating in
combination with intravesical Mitomycin-C chemotherapy
(MMC; Kyowa Hakko Kogyo Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). A
CT scan (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) was performed
for each patient prior to the first thermochemotherapy
treatment for the purpose of patient treatment positioning,
bladder Foley and rectal catheters (for temperature measurement) localization, and planning for clinical study. The origin of the CT scan, i.e., the CT zero plane, was marked on
the anterior and lateral surfaces of the patient body. Subsequently, the geometric center of the bladder was determined
and the shift from the CT zero plane recorded and also
Medical Physics, Vol. 39, No. 3, March 2012
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marked on skin on the anterior and lateral surfaces. Patient
dimensions in the anterior–posterior and lateral directions
were recorded.
The BSD-2000 deep hyperthermia system (BSD Medical
Corporation, Salt Lake, UT, USA) includes a control console
with software to help users determine initial applicator settings that are subsequently manually adjusted during treatment based on feedback from intracavitary and surface
temperature probes, and patient comments. The software
assumes a homogeneous muscle-equivalent “generic patient”
two-dimensional model with elliptical shape specified by the
operator to match the measured patient cross-section dimensions. Users assign a focal position within the model corresponding to the approximate bladder location and the
software determines the corresponding amplitudes and
phases of the four antenna pairs to focus SAR at that position. A simulated SAR plot for the central cross-section is
then displayed on the treatment planning screen. The user
can adjust the four magnitudes, phases, and frequencies until
the resulting SAR pattern is satisfactory. Multiple possible
treatment plans can be established prior to treatment and
saved in the setup file for possible use, and each preplan can
be modified in real time during treatment.
The Sigma-Ellipse applicator has four twin-dipole antennas arranged on an elliptical Plexiglas shell. The applicator
includes a flexible coupling bolus, which is filled with distilled water at approximately 25  C for impedance match of
the EM waves and for thermal cooling of the skin. The
paired-antennas are driven with independent power and
phase adjustments from four amplifier channels (operating
frequency: 80–120 MHz). The five patients were treated primarily at 90 MHz, though frequencies were varied between
85 and 100 MHz during treatment for improved patient comfort or improved differential heating of bladder over rectum
or abdominal tissue.
In preparation for treatment, temperature probes (high resistance lead thermistors, BSD Medical Corporation) were
placed in the bladder Foley and in two rectal catheters, one
fixed at the tip of a catheter and the second pulled by the
BSD thermal mapping motor at 1 cm increments along the
other rectal catheter at 5-min intervals. The bladder Foley
and rectal catheters have high contrast with surrounding
tissues on the CT images; consequently, locations of the
temperature probes in the bladder/rectum were easily determined. Additional temperature probes of the same type were
used to monitor oral (core) temperature and skin temperatures near the spine and on the abdomen, buttocks, and upper
inner thigh locations. The precision and accuracy of the high
resistance lead thermistor probes was 60.1  C and
60.25  C, respectively. After positioning the patient inside
the applicator, placing all temperature probes and filling the
water bolus, prewarmed MMC was instilled into the bladder.
RF power was turned on using the pretreatment plan settings
from the 2D BSD computer model and then adjusted by the
experienced user (“clinical-optimal” settings) with feedback
from temperature probes and patient comments. The Foley
temperature sensor was the sole measure of intrabladder
(fluid inside the bladder) temperature and was used to
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control overall power, aiming for bladder temperatures in
the range 42 6 2  C for the 1 h treatment. During treatment,
system frequency, total power as well as applicator magnitude and phase settings (phase adjustments were the majority) were adjusted based on patient discomfort indications
and temperatures recorded via the thermal probes. The bladder with MMC solution was heated to a temperature above
40  C for at least 40 min (but with the total time of RF power
limited to a maximum of 60 min). The protocol required that
RF power be halted after 15–20 min above 40  C and water
drained from the bolus so the patient could move left-to-right
to allow the drug to bathe all surfaces of the bladder. Power
was off for approximately 5 min before refilling the bolus
and resuming RF heating. In general, the bladder/MMC temperature remained above 40  C throughout this short interruption in power. RF power was turned off after either
60 min above 40  C in the bladder target, or 60 min of total
RF power-on time. At the end of treatment, the solution was
left inside the bladder until temperature dropped below
40  C, generally within 10 min of power off.
II.B Retrospective treatment planning

Sigma-HyperPlan is a commercial software product used
for hyperthermia treatment planning24–26 built on the modular
platform Amira (Visage Image, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA),
which includes algorithms for medical image processing, geometric modeling, and graphic display. The calculation engine
in Sigma-Hyperplan uses finite element (FE) or finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) methods to solve Maxwell’s
equations on tetrahedral grids generated from segmented tissues on CT or MR image data. The temperature distribution
within the grid is then calculated by solving the bioheat transfer equation with the FE method. After completion of electrical field and temperature calculations, SAR-based or
temperature-based optimizations can be carried out to obtain
the optimal applicator magnitude and phase settings.
Retrospective treatment planning consisted of the following aspects (in a chronicle order in treatment planning with
Sigma-Hyperplan): (a) detailed segmentation of the patient
model from the initial CT scan series, (b) patient positioning
within the BSD-2000 applicator in Sigma-HyperPlan, (c)
assignment of realistic tissue dielectric/thermal properties,
(d) modeling effective bladder thermal conductivity to
account for convective/conductive effects in the drug/urine
mixture, (e) computation of net RF power input to each
antenna feed point, and (f) location of temperature measurement points corresponding to clinical configuration. These
aspects are covered in the following sections.
II.B.1. Detailed segmentation

Patient CT images were imported and segmented in
Sigma-Hyperplan. Three tissue types, including muscle, fat
and bone were first automatically contoured with standard
threshold levels for these three tissues and were then manually
refined for patient model reconstruction. The bladder was
manually segmented and was named “target” for treatment
and muscle and fat tissues surrounding the bladder were well
Medical Physics, Vol. 39, No. 3, March 2012
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differentiated in the contouring. The bladder wall was the target site in the hyperthermia treatment. However, since the
bladder wall is only a few millimeters thick when filled with
fluid, it was not segmented and modeled in the treatment planning. Rather, the whole bladder was considered as target. During treatment, as the bladder fluid temperature increased, the
temperature of the bladder wall was assumed to equilibrate
with the adjacent fluid due to heat conduction and convection,
especially in the steady state condition. Hereafter, “bladder”
refers to the bladder fluid content.
II.B.2. Patient positioning

The BSD2000 external applicator position relative to the
patient model was set according to the clinical setup at treatment. The center of the bladder was aligned with the center
of antenna pairs in the longitudinal direction; the distance
between the anterior flat surface of the applicator and patient
chest wall was set at 6 cm. The patient model was centered
in the lateral and A-P directions. A water bolus (used for impedance matching and skin cooling during the treatment)
was simulated between the patient body model and applicator. Unstructured three dimensional tetrahedral meshes for
FE simulations were created for the patient, water bolus, applicator, and surrounding air (a total of 78 000–112 000 tetrahedrons, depending on the patient size). A typical patient
model within the BSD2000 Sigma-Ellipse applicator is
shown in Fig. 1.
II.B.3. Tissue dielectric/thermal/blood properties

The dielectric properties (relative permittivity and conductivity, at a frequency of 90 MHz) and thermal properties
(specific heat and thermal conductivity) used for muscle, fat,
and bone27–31 are shown in Table I. Bladder fluid dielectric
properties were obtained from measurement of MMC/urine
mixture after the treatment. Samples of MMC/urine mixture
were collected in containers and measured with a high temperature impedance probe (Model 85070C, HP/Agilent
Corp, Santa Clara CA) in conjunction with a microwave vector network analyzer (Model E5071C, Agilent Corp, Santa
Clara CA). The measured dielectric property values at 90
MHz were assigned as bladder dielectric properties. The specific heat of the bladder content was assumed equal to that of
water.
Aside from conduction, heat is removed via blood perfusion, assumed to be at a relatively constant incoming temperature of 37  C. Heat dissipation via perfusion is dependent
on blood density32 (1060 kg/m3), blood specific heat33 (3600
J/kg/K), and flow rate. Flow rate was assumed to be
temperature-independent but tissue-dependent (Table II).33
Temperature dependent flow rate changes were not modeled
due to the lack of definitive models in literature.
II.B.4. Effective bladder thermal conductivity

During hyperthermia treatment of nonmuscle invasive
bladder cancer treatment, convection inside the bladder due
to nonuniform heating of the MMC/urine mixture is
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FIG. 1. (a) CT images of a patient and the reconstructed (transparent) patient model. (b) Patient model inside the BSD-2000 Sigma-Ellipse applicator showing
the body outlines, bones, and bladder. (c), (d) Illustration of bladder (target) and rectum and the temperature probes inside them.

combined with conduction through the bladder wall. Since it
is complicated to directly model this combined convective/
conductive phenomenon, an effective bladder thermal conductivity was introduced in the planning. In essence, this parameter lumped together conduction and convection effects.
This approach has been widely used in combining the effect

of conduction and convection in small and large blood vessels (14–23) including the effect of heat transfer through thin
vessel walls, similar to the thermal dynamics in bladder.
For heat transfer of human tissues with blood flow, the
Pennes bioheat equation is well established34
@T
(1)
¼ r  ðkrTÞ  wb Cb ðT  Tb Þ þ Q;
@t
where q, C, and k are the density (kg=m3 ), the specific heat
[J=ðkg  CÞ], and the thermal conductivity of the tissue
[W=ðm  CÞ], while wb , Cb , and Tb are tissue volumetric perfusion rate [kg=ðm3  sÞ], blood specific heat and blood temperature. Q is the volumetric heat production (W=m3 ) by
external heating and metabolism, and in hyperthermia, metabolism is negligible. It should be noted that k is the
qC

TABLE I. Tissue properties used in simulation.

Tissue
type
Muscle
Fat
Bone
Bladder
Material
type
Air
Plastic
Water
bolus

Thermal
Density Relative Conductivity Specific heat conductivity
(S/m)
(J/kg/K)
(kg/m3) permittivity
(W/K/m)
1060
900
1600
1000

67.2
6.2
15.6
81.8

0.79
0.04
0.06
1.81

3600
2430
1300
4181

0.50
0.21
0.436
keff

TABLE II. Constant tissue blood perfusions.
Tissue type
1.025
1200
1000

1
2.8
78.4

0
0
0.004
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1005
1050
4181

0.026
0.24
0.642

Muscle
Fat
Bone

Blood perfusion (ml/100 g/min)
12.4
3.4
1.9
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commonly accepted thermal conductivity for all tissues
except the bladder, where keff is used instead.
II.B.5. Net RF power at antenna feed points

The antenna settings entered manually into the control
program by the operator during treatment were the magnitudes and phases at the RF amplifier output. Losses
incurred during transmission through the cables connecting the amplifiers to the RF feed point on each antenna,
as well as reflected power, result in an overall reduction
in actual power delivered to the dipole antenna feedpoints inside the applicator. To obtain the net input
power at the feed points, treatment history data were
used to extract treatment time, temperatures measured
from all probes at various locations, powers (forward,
reflected, and averaged) and phases in each channel at
the RF amplifier output (Fig. 2). The net power at the
feed point for each antenna was computed as:
PN ¼ PFð1  aÞ  PR=ð1  aÞ, where PN, PF, and PR
are the net, forward, and reflected powers measured at
the amplifier, and a  0:2 is the measured cable attenuation using port extension mode in a microwave vector
network analyzer (Model E5071C, Agilent Corp, Santa
Clara CA).
To compare the measured and simulated temperatures,
the net input power and phase at each channel of the applica-
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tor during treatment were input to the Hyperplan planning
system (both input power and phase are crucial to steering
the heat focus). Since the SigmaHyperplan 2.0 treatment
planning system was only capable of steady state computation, a time period was chosen during treatment where the
measured temperatures were relatively steady (the shaded
grey region in Fig. 2).

II.B.6. Temperature measurement locations

During treatment, temperatures inside the bladder and
rectum were measured via temperature probes inserted in
catheters. The probe locations were determined from patient
CT images. Two measurement points, i.e., one inside the
bladder and another inside the rectum, were obtained from
either axial or sagittal planes in Sigma-Hyperplan to obtain
calculated temperatures at locations corresponding to the CT
locations.
The procedure for retrospective treatment planning is
illustrated in Fig. 3. The main work flow in the treatment
planning, denoted by red boxes in the center column, was
composed of image segmentation, patient model construction, simulation model construction, EM field simulation,
temperature simulation, planning evaluation, and determination of bladder effective thermal conductivity. The CT
images, hyperthermia treatment data, and patient model

FIG. 2. (a) Measured bladder (solid line) and rectal (dashed line) temperatures as a function of time in the thermochemotherapy treatment. (b) Net power at the
RF amplifier output (dashed line), net power at the applicator feed point (solid line), and (c) phase information as a function of treatment time. Note that (b)
and (c) are for just one of the four antennas of the applicator.
Medical Physics, Vol. 39, No. 3, March 2012
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FIG. 3. The procedure of the retrospective treatment planning for nonmuscle invasive bladder cancer treatment: the middle column is the main procedure in
the planning, and the left and right columns are inputs to the treatment planning.

parameters in blue boxes in the left and right columns were
used as inputs during various stages of the planning.
For the temperature simulation, the effective thermal conductivity keff of bladder was varied from the thermal conductivity of a typical fluid, 0.642 W/K/m (no convection), to a
value as large as 100 W/K/m (high conduction and convection). Differences between the bladder and rectum temperatures predicted from the planning and measured during
treatment were calculated and analyzed as a function of keff .
To understand the impact of keff on the bladder and surrounding normal tissues, spatial temperature profiles with
various keff values were plotted. In addition, patient treatment statistics, such as maximum, minimum, median temperatures, and T90 were studied as a function of varying keff .
Another area that allowed correlation between simulation
and measurement was related to patient pain complaints.
These complaints were mostly due to higher temperature
(“hot spots”) occurring in regions other than the target. For
each patient treatment, regions of “hot spot” occurrences
predicted by the planning were compared with patient complaints during treatment.

II.C. Assessment of treatment planning utility in
nonmuscle invasive bladder cancer treatment

The clinical-optimal settings were a result of guidance
provided by the BSD-2000 control computer model together
with feedback from the patient and the rectal/bladder temperature probes, which allowed the expert medical physicist
operator to adjust the settings. “Computed-optimal” settings
were retrospectively calculated in Sigma-Hyperplan, to
assess the potential improvement over the clinical settings.
Medical Physics, Vol. 39, No. 3, March 2012

A user-specified objective function that defined the optimal
goal of treatment was used in Sigma-Hyperplan
Objective:
X

2
MinJðSÞ ¼
T ri;j;k ; S  43
ri;j;k 2Vt arg et
T ðri;j;k Þ<43  C

þw

X
ri;j;k 2Vhealthy
T ð~
ri;j;k Þ>42  C


2
T ri;j;k ; S  42 ;

(2)

Free variables
S ¼ ½A1 ; u1 ; A2 ; u2 ; A3 ; u3 ; A4 ; u4 
Constraints
Tmax bladder ¼ 45  C;
Tmax nontarget ¼ 44  C
where T is the temperature at spatial location ri,j,k, indices i, j,
and k are node indices along the x, y, and z direction, and w is
the weight of the penalty term; w ¼ 1 was assigned.24,25 This
objective function was designed to drive the target (bladder
content) temperatures above 43  C and to restrict normal tissue temperatures below 42  C. The free variables were the
amplitudes (A1 ; A2 ; A3 ; A4 ) and phases (u1 ; u2 ; u3 ; u4 ) for the
four antenna pairs of the applicator. Additional temperature
constraints on the maximal allowable temperature in a specified tissue were also imposed: 44  C for all tissue, except
45  C for bladder.
The computed-optimal settings, while not capable of realtime adjustment, can potentially better reduce surrounding
normal tissue heating by virtue of being able to model the
patient tissue distribution in three-dimensions. To assess this
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FIG. 4. Differences between predicted and measured temperature in bladder
as function of the effective thermal conductivity. The curves of patient 3
and patient overlap for most Keff values in the figure.

potential, we compared the “hot spot” volumes from the
clinical-optimal and the computed-optimal settings.
III. RESULTS
III.A. Determination of keff

For the five patient treatments, differences between the
predicted and measured temperatures inside the bladder as a
function of keff are plotted in Fig. 4. It can be seen that temperature differences between the predicted and measured
temperatures decrease with increasing keff . For keff larger
than 10 W/K/m, the temperature differences reached an asymptote in four patients. For all the patients, the temperature
differences were within 1.3  C at keff ¼ 10 W=K=m and
were within 1.2  C at keff above 50 W/K/m.
The differences between predicted and measured temperatures inside the rectum are shown in Fig. 5(a). Unlike the
results for bladder, temperature differences were quite large.
However, if the sampling points in rectum were moved
closer to the bladder in the simulation (0.5 cm anterior for
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FIG. 6. Target treatment temperature statistics as function of keff for one
patient, including maximum, minimum, median temperatures, and T90,
defined as the temperature value exceeded in 90% of the target volume.

patient 4 and 0.5 cm superior for patient 5), the results were
substantially improved: at keff larger than 10 W/K/m, the
temperature differences were between 0.7  C and 0.2  C,
as shown in Fig. 5(b).
Patient treatment temperature statistics for the target,
including the maximum, minimum, median temperatures, as
well as T90 were also calculated as a function of keff . As the
general trend of the curves for these parameters was similar
among the patients, only the results from patient 3 are shown
(Fig. 6). With increasing keff , the bladder temperature distribution tended to be become more homogeneous. The difference between maximum and minimum temperatures
decreased to 0.5  C at keff ¼ 50 W=K=m, and 0.3  C at
keff ¼ 100 W=K=m. It is impressive that T90, defined as the
temperature value exceeded in 90% of the target volume,
changed very slightly with increasing keff : from 43  C at
keff ¼ 0:642 W=K=m to 43.4  C at keff ¼ 10 W=K=m and
43.6  C at keff ¼ 50 W=K=m or above.
Spatial temperature distribution along the anterior–
posterior, inferior–superior, and left–right directions across

FIG. 5. Differences between predicted and measured temperatures in rectum as function of the effective thermal conductivity: (a) at the original measurement
points in rectum and (b) at points 0.5 cm away form the original measurement points for patient 4 and patient 5.
Medical Physics, Vol. 39, No. 3, March 2012
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the bladder are plotted in Fig. 7. The shaded region represents
the bladder, with normal tissue on either side. Eight temperature profile curves for varying keff are plotted, showing that
the temperature distribution inside the bladder becomes more
uniform with increasing keff (for keff > 10 W=K=m, the temperature distribution was relatively homogeneous). Increasing
keff also affected temperature distribution in the surrounding
tissues, but to a much smaller extent than bladder and within a
range of approximately 1.5 cm from the bladder wall. Beyond
this range, varying keff had a negligible effect on the temperature distribution in the surrounding tissues. Based on these
results, the clinically relevant keff range was estimated to be
from 10 to 50 W/K/m.
III.B. Clinical-optimal settings simulated in
Sigma-HyperPlan

Figure 8 shows the three dimensional temperature distribution inside one patient model (patient 3) using the clinicaloptimal settings. The bladder appears to be well heated. For all
five patients, the measured temperatures in the treatment were
also compared with the target T90 values, as listed in
Table III. The uncertainties for the measurement were
60.25  C, as mentioned previously. The calculated temperature uncertainties resulted from many factors in the simulation,
including assigned tissue parameters, patient positioning, and
temperature probe localization errors in the model, and simulation parameters, etc., and were not investigated in this paper.
Not considering the measured and simulated temperature
uncertainties, the differences between T90s and the measured
temperatures were within 1.4  C, and there was a very slight
change of T90 when keff was increased from 10 to 50 W/K/m.
Except for one patient (patient 5), the predicted T90 for the
bladder target was larger than the measured temperature.
For all five patients, the predicted hot spot locations were
compared to patient complaints during treatment (summarized in Table IV). It should be mentioned here that patient
complaints may not be reported exclusively during the
steady state period in which we chose to do retrospective
planning, but we still see a general qualitative agreement.
III.C. Potential treatment quality improvement

Temperature distributions obtained with the computed
and clinical-optimal settings were compared in two aspects
(Table V): (1) total net input power required to achieve the
bladder target treatment T90 ¼ 43  C; and (2) “hot spot” volume (the volume of normal tissues at T > 42  C, in cc) when
the target treatment T90 ¼ 43  C. It should be noted that the
total net input power for the computed-optimal setting was
obtained by minimizing the objective function J in the optimization and then scaling the amplitudes up/down to yield a
T90 ¼ 43  C. Compared with the treatment using clinical settings, the “hot spot” volumes were generally lower with the
computed-optimal settings. As an example, for patient 3, the
“hot spot” volume was reduced to about one third that for
the treatment with clinical settings. The computed-optimal
temperature distribution for patient 3 is illustrated in Fig. 9.
Compared to the temperature distribution with the clinical
Medical Physics, Vol. 39, No. 3, March 2012

FIG. 7. Temperature distribution profiles across the bladder and surrounding tissues in the (a) anterior–posterior, (b) inferior–superior, and (c) left–right directions, with various bladder keff values used for in the planning. The shaded
regions represent the bladder. (A ¼ anterior, P ¼ posterior, I ¼ inferior,
S ¼ superior, L ¼ left, and R ¼ right).
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FIG. 8. Demonstration of Sigma-HyperPlan simulated temperature distributions in one patient (patient 3) when the clinical setting was used: (a) three dimensional temperature distribution superimposed on the anatomy showing location of bladder and bones. Temperature distributions on the sagittal plane, coronal
plane, and axial plane are illustrated in (b), (c), and (d), respectively.

settings in Fig. 8, “hot spots” in the vicinity of the lateral pelvic bones are substantially reduced, as well as a reduction in
the hot regions anterior and superior to the bladder. Treatment planning helped improve quality of treatment for four
out of the five targets in all patients and was almost the same
for the other target. Overall, the computed-optimal settings
show promise in potentially reducing patient discomfort by
lowering hot spot volumes.
IV. DISCUSSION
Due to the small size of bladder relative to the patient, the
RF loading of the patient in the Sigma applicator is similar
regardless of bladder volume. Thus, treatment plans were
performed on the average size bladder as scanned in the initial patient workup. Because of the linearly increasing bladder volume, a variation in actual power deposition into the
bladder during the course of treatment is expected, but is
accommodated by varying overall applicator power to maintain appropriate temperature rise in bladder. The simulations
Medical Physics, Vol. 39, No. 3, March 2012

of this study are intended not to predict actual heating rate in
bladder but rather to assist the operator in determining
appropriate relative phase of the antennas to steer the power
deposition pattern into the region of the variable size bladder, so that heating is well focused to the target and away
from surrounding normal tissues.

TABLE III. Comparison of bladder temperatures measured during treatment
with predicted T90 values using keff ¼ 10 W/K/m or 50 W/K/m.
T90 ( C)
Patient
number

Measured temperature
in bladder (60.25  C)

keff ¼ 10 W/K/m

keff ¼ 50 W/K/m

Patient 1
Patient 2
Patient 3
Patient 4
Patient 5

42.9
41.7
42.6
43.0
42.5

43.1
42.9
43.4
43.9
42.1

43.1
43.1
43.6
44.1
42.3
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TABLE IV. Comparisons between hot spot locations predicted by planning (in normal tissues where temperature is larger than 42  C when T90 ¼ 43  C of the
target is achieved) and patient complaints.
Patient number
1
2
3
4
5

Hot spot locations from treatment planning

Patient complaint locations

Small volumes in lower anterior pelvic
bone (pubic bone)
Superior and anterior part of lateral
pelvic bones, lower anterior pelvic bone (pubic bone)
Superior and anterior lateral pelvic bones, lower anterior pelvic bone,
and fat anterior–superior to the bladder
Lateral pelvic bones, fat, and muscle anterior to femur heads
Superior lateral pelvic bone, lower anterior pelvic bone (pubic bone),
fat, and muscle anterior to femur heads

No complaints

The effective bladder thermal conductivity is a convenient parameter that seeks to mimic the combined effect of
convection and conduction within the bladder/bladder wall.
This study found that the simulated and measured bladder
temperatures best matched for a large bladder effective thermal conductivity (10–50 W/K/m). The physical implication
of large effective bladder thermal conductivity is that the
heat is quickly conducted within the bladder, and more
quickly conducted away at the interfaces between the bladder and the surrounding tissues. As a result, temperatures
were more spatially uniform inside the bladder, and temperature differences between the surrounding tissues and bladder
wall were decreased in the steady state, as shown in Fig. 7.
In the current heat transfer model, a single effective thermal conductivity was used to model both the fluid convection inside and heat conduction through the wall. Ideally,
heat flow in the bladder would be most accurately characterized by separate convection (bladder fluid) and conduction
(bladder wall) terms. Due to the complexity involved in such
a model, we chose to use a single effective thermal conductivity parameter. While the effective thermal conductivity
model has typically been used to model perfused tissue, it
appears from this work that this approach can be used to
improve the modeling of large fluid filled, heated organs.
The differences between predicted and measured temperatures in the rectum were large, compared to the bladder
temperature difference. However, a small shift in expected
location of the rectal temperature sensors reduced the temperature differences greatly. This high temperature sensitivTABLE V. Comparison between treatments with the clinical and the
computed-optimal settings to achieve the treatment goal of T90 ¼ 43  C.
The net power is the power required to achieve T90 ¼ 43  C, and hot spot
volume is calculated as normal tissue volume >42  C. Patient weights and
the planned bladder volumes were also listed in the table.
Clinical setting
Computed-optimal setting
Weight
(kg)/bladder Net power Hot spot Net power
Hot
Patient No. volume(cc)
(W)
(cc)
(W)
spot (cc)
Patient 1
Patient 2
Patient 3
Patient 4
Patient 5

69.5/172.8
76.9/152.6
90.7/156.7
73.2/140.6
80.1/135.8

245
345
359
407
433

124
557
745
1015
1430
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250
467
359
312
393

127
239
270
119
368

Anterior pelvic discomfort
Anterior pelvic discomfort (pubic bone level) and fat
Some pelvic discomfort (not major) complaints
pubic bone and fat

ity is because the anterior and superior segment of the
rectum sits in a high temperature gradient region, implying
that probes in this region can potentially have large temperature measurement uncertainties. Moreover, a shift like the
one considered is possible as the rectal probe can move from
CT-imaging to treatment.
Retrospective treatment planning (simulation) was used
to evaluate the treatment with clinical manual settings. First,
the simulation with clinical settings was shown to heat the
bladder well and a good correlation was found between the
calculated T90 and the single point of temperature measurement inside the bladder. Second, the location of the “hot
spots” in the simulation coincided with patient reports of
pain. Simulations indicate that treatment results may be
improved using the computed-optimal settings obtained
from treatment planning. The same target treatment can be
attained with a substantial reduction of “hot spot” volumes
in surrounding normal tissues. In the future, we plan to confirm this result in actual patient treatments based on prospective computed-optimal settings.
One challenge of implementing the computed-optimal
settings from the treatment planning system in real treatments is that the HyperPlan calculated optimal settings
assume they will be applied at the feed point of each
antenna. Currently, power magnitude and phase are monitored and controlled by the BSD 2000 control system only at
the RF amplifier output ports. With a control system that can
deliver accurate net input power, both in magnitude and
phase, or alternatively with further investigation of appropriate scaling between HyperPlan calculated phase/amplitudes
and approximate phase/amplitudes necessary at the amplifier
outputs, there is potential to realize the optimal setting from
treatment planning and thus to provide improved quality
hyperthermia treatments.
The process of bladder treatment planning is amenable to
implementation within the clinical workflow. Using the
effective bladder thermal conductivity and CT scans
acquired prior to treatment, treatment plans may be generated using the Sigma Hyperplan system. The amplitude and
phase settings may then be fine-tuned during treatment to
further improve heat focusing or reduce patient pain. This
approach has potential to not only provide improved bladder
heating with lower power input but also reduces the time
taken by the operator to “search” for effective settings.
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FIG. 9 Sigma-HyperPlan simulated temperature distribution in patient 3 (same as in Fig. 8) when the computed-optimal setting is used: (a) three dimensional
temperature distribution in bladder and pelvic bones. Temperature distributions on the sagittal, coronal, and axial planes are illustrated in (b), (c), and (d),
respectively. Comparing against Fig. 8, the hot spots are substantially reduced with the computed-optimal setting.

V. CONCLUSIONS
The use of an effective thermal conductivity for bladder
was shown to be an effective way of mimicking the combined convective/conductive heat transfer inside the bladder
and at interfaces between the bladder and surrounding tissues. Compared to manual experienced operator based treatment settings, pretreatment planning for RF phased array
thermochemotherapy of nonmuscle invasive bladder cancer
with Sigma-HyperPlan shows promise for reducing patient
discomfort by lowering hot spot volumes in normal tissues
while effectively localizing heat in bladder.
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